
PLEASE READ BEFORE GOING!
I was maybe a little cocky, thinking all should be fine, so I did not read any of the reports written by 
students that went to Taiwan before me. Simply because I thought it all would be, actually, pretty 
easy. Nothing was less true, the first few days I was regretting for not doing more research. So, the 
next person who decides to go to Taipei for an exchange, please do research. That’s why I decided 
to split this report in two parts; one general for everyone to read and one focussed on my study 
Industrial Design. 
Some information the TU/e would like me to provide:
Hi I’m Brigitte Kock, my email is b.s.kock@student.tue.nl (please don’t spam it..), 20 years old at 
the time of my exchange. I’m studying at the department of Industrial Design at the TU/e and 
during my exchange I’ll be studying at the department of Industrial and Commercial Design at 
NTUST in Taipei, Taiwan. My contact person at TU/e is Yolanda Hübner, the contact person at 
NTUST is Irene Ho. My exchange will take place from September 2016 till January 2017. 

General Information
There are some important tasks you should do before you leave:
Firstly arrange a visum. I did this through Cibtvisas, since I had a lot of trouble trying to contact 
the Taiwanese embassy in Holland. It is fast and easy, but definitely not cheap. In the end it cost 
me ~170 euros for a three month visa. This needs to be prolonged during your stay, which turned 
out to be really quick and easy. Some people I met decided to go on a tourist visa, which for Dutch 
people is a visa for three months, after that you need to make a trip to another country to be able to 
stay another three months. If you want to do this, check out for how long you need to leave the 
country. Secondly before leaving withdraw some money and exchange this to TWD. After you 
land you just want to go to your hostel without needing to look for an ATM. Personally I think it is 
incredibly smart to get a creditcard, which for some reason I didn’t. So I endured some difficulties 
withdrawing money with my Meastro card, in the end I figured out that in CTBC Bank and The 
Bank of Taiwan it is possible to withdraw 15000 TWD (~450 eu) in one go. 
Thirdly book a hostel for approximately a week, print out how to get there and preferably already 
contact places for longterm-stay for an appointment so you can take a look at them soon after 
you arrived. Fourthly, which only accounts for the fall season exchange, take good sneakers with 
you that aren’t too hot, since the winter in Taipei is mostly warm and rainy. It might be smart to take 
a storm umbrella with you, if you don’t want to ruin a lot of normal umbrellas due to the occasional 
thypoons. I experience four typhoons during my first five weeks. Just make sure you have bottles 
of water and some food in your room and you’ll be fine. 

Accommodation
If there is no dorm (as in my case) you will need to find a place to stay. Smart is to book a hostel 
for the first week. Looking for a place from home is definitely smart, but don’t sign anything before 
you have seen the room in person and have taken possession of the keys. 
Some strange things I came across whilst looking for a room: 
Foreigners pay more, so ask locals to help you to find a cheap place. Alternatively look if Kiki 
Huang still has a place, it’s a little more expensive but she has really good rooms. Use sites like 
Tealit, 591, or Facebook to find a place.
The rent is payed in cash most places, which really made me wary of the renters especially 
because paying 2 months deposit is not uncommon. Be prepared to put 350x3=1050 euros on the 
table in cash for the first month rent. If you stay short-term(5 months), you might be able to 
negotiate to one month deposit. After talking to some people, credit card (another reason why it is 
nice to have) or Paypal could be an alternative method to pay ‘safer’.
In September rooms are high in demand, so if you really want the room make sure you already 
have enough money on you: payment happens directly after signing the contract. If, for any 
reason, you are not able to pay then the first person that pays gets the apartment. 
There is an Ikea in between Nanjing Fuxing and Taipei Arena to buy any missing objects for you 
room. (I bought pillows, bedsheets and boxes) Daiso has al kinds of cleaning and washing 
attributes for a good price. And definitely hide some cockroach-killers (~4 cm diameter) in dark 
corners.
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Culture
Taiwanese people love eating, especially out. During my stay I have not cooked home once, I went 
to night markets to enjoy various snacks or eat at the university canteen. The canteen has an 
incredible amount of different warm foods for a very good price. (all under 100TWD = ~3eu) 
The most funny thing I came across is the elaborated system for garbage separation, when you 
hear a loud Für Elise know that the garbage man is close to pick up the trash.
Following rules is really, really important, don’t be surprise when you get told off for smoking in the 
wrong areas or eating in the MRT. Also: you can get a Taiwanese really angry by skipping queues, 
so just be patient.   
Be careful that/notice that people in Taiwan rarely say no. They always say ‘yes this is possible’, 
and later on in turns out that it was not, which can be very frustrating. In this case try to use that 
people don’t want to ‘loose face’ and tell them that you really believed in their capabilities etc., they 
will try hard to make it come true after all.

Best experience
The Nature in Taiwan is absolutely amazing! https://bikehiketaipei.wordpress.com/, lists a lot of 
great hike and cycling trips with a good description of how to walk, since the Chinese signs can be 
very confusing. Climbing the teapot mountain and cycling around Sun Moon Lake were my 
favourites. And of course celebrating Christmas with a whole group of internationals in Kenting on 
the beach and in the sun! Check Beitou for hot springs and the various cultural parks around Taipei 
for cute Taiwanese souvenirs. 
There are about ten different night markets which all are offering good food and cheap cloths, 
gadgets, you name it. Try rice-bloodcakes, leek pancakes, stinky tofu, pineapple cake, beef-
noodles, bubble tea (the real!) and pick-and-fry noodles and maybe also banana-leaf packed rice. 
And iced jelly desserts, the Taiwanese love it…I did not so much hahaha. Anyways, try out as 
much food as you can during your stay, preferable with a local to explain the menu.

Worst experience
My first week was though. I found a room back in Holland and went directly there, however this 
was a very disappointing room. So I moved out to find another place which was quite difficult so 
late on. Also my bike got stolen, which rarely happens anywhere in Taipei, unless you park it near 
the MRT station for a longer time. Let that be an advice ;). Another tip: behind the NTUST dorms 
there is a small bike shop, they sell really nice bikes for a fair price.

NTUST Industrial Design
The NTUST campus has a really nice gym, so no need to pay any extra to go to a gym. Yet if that 
is not enough take a look at Da’an Sport Centre.

For Industrial Design students: don’t go here wanting to follow certain subjects, because it 
might just be that they don’t actually teach it in the semester you arrive although the site said they 
do. Another thing to keep in mind is; go here if you’re up for a challenge. All courses are taught 
in Chinese and if you are super lucky and happen to speak this, then well no problem. For me 
however, it was a little hard in the beginning. For the master courses most teachers can speak 
English and the powerpoints shown are in English. Other than that make sure you meet students 
that can help you translate what happens during the lectures. In Taiwan they work with credits, a 
course is normally 2 or 3 credits, if you multiply this by two you will get the amount of ECTS. So, 
after a semester you should end up with 15 credits. My tip: try to put more classes in one day, so 
that you have a longer weekend. In the end it is of course nice to see some more of the island. 
Also, the first two weeks are for trying out courses, so go to as many courses as you can the first 
two weeks and after that period pick your final choice. 

My advice is go to Taiwan, it is a beautiful and friendly country, however you need to be up for a 
challenge!
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